
 

A New Breed of Swimming Pool 

 

Who are we? 

We are a swimming pool manufacturer who make fully integrated, portable steel pools. 

Why are we different? 

Our steel pools are a cost-effective alternative to owning a swimming pool. Unlike 

traditional pools, Tanqua pools are quick and easy to install. All you need is a concrete base, 

an electrical supply and a water supply in order for pool filling to commence on the day of 

delivery. As they can also be placed above ground, this means that you will not require any 

planning permission and can move the pool around the site as and when you please.  

How can we help you? 

The installation is a fast and easy process- meaning that you could have your Tanqua pool 

up and running, ready for summer 2020. Our pools are plug and play, meaning that there 

will be minimum disruption to your home/site as engineers will only need to be on site for 

a couple of days- compared to weeks/months if you were to get a concrete pool installed. 

You could save yourself some money by choosing a Tanqua pool- as they are cheaper to 

purchase and install than a traditional concrete pool. The whole process is also a lot 
simpler and easier- from design to delivery. 

If you install your Tanqua pool above ground, you can move the pool around to suit your 
needs- so if you move to a new house you can take your pool with you!  
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What are the options? 

o Our Tanquas are completely bespoke- built to suit your needs, whether that be a 

pool for entertaining little swimmers, or a spa for the hardworking adults to relax in 

on the weekends. 

o The colour of your Tanqua is completely customizable- from the outside paint, to 

the decking and the interior liner.  

o Our pools can be installed above or below ground- the choice is yours. 

 

o We can install counter current jets for swimmers looking for a little something extra, 

or we could install a fully pledged seating area with spa jets for ultimate relaxation- 

just like the one pictured on the next page. 

 

o Our standard lengths that we build are 6m, 9m and 12m, however they can be made 

anywhere in-between to fit your requirements. 

 

o The standard width is 2.4m however we can also build our Tanquas to be 3m or 

3.6m wide. 
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Here is an example of one of our 9m Tanquas being used as a spa. This recent installation 
took place in August 2019 at a Marina in Scotland.   
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Prices 

 

X 2.4m 3m 3.6m 

6m £34,265 £35,472 £36,660 

9m £40,094 £41,282 £42,470 

12m £42,847 £44,035 £45,223 

*Please note that all our prices include VAT. 
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Come and visit us! 

Our Tanqua showroom is based in Huddersfield in West Yorkshire, UK alongside our 

purpose-built factory. Here we showcase our pool models in our pool lounge for you to get 

a good insight into our quality build, company integrity and expertise. We welcome you to 

come to our showroom by contacting us to make an appointment – we look forward to 

hosting you and creating your dream pool. 
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Pool Care 

Looking after a swimming pool can be a daunting thought, but don’t worry as we have a full 

dedicated service and maintenance team with our sister company Concept Pools – We have 

engineers throughout the UK with 24/7 contact availability. 

We can offer exclusive bespoke packages on service and maintenance where we can visit as often or 

as little as you wish. Our most popular choice is our once per month visit which offers all the below 

services. 

• Full Clean of your Tanqua pool. 

• Chemicals balance of your pool water. 

• Back wash. 

• Strainer and skimmer baskets cleaned. 

• Full preventative maintenance checks on all plant. 

• Full maintenance report left after all engineer’s visits. 

• All chemicals & Test tablets included (Optional). 
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Gallery 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This is one of our 12m 

builds that was 

recently installed in 

May 2019.  

Here are pictures of 

the fabrication process 

of a spa we built for a 

marina resort. 
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Here are some more 

pictures of the bespoke 

spa we built for a marina 

in Scotland. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our most recently built 

12m Tanqua being filled, 

ready to be tested. 
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This is the home 

of Tanqua 

Pools- based in 

Huddersfield, 

UK. 

Here is one of our 

6m pools being 

tested in the 

factory. 
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Our Most Frequently Asked Questions 

1) Is delivery cost included in the total cost? 

We offer free delivery for UK mainland. Deliveries outside of the UK will be costed 

accordingly. 

2) Is crane hire included in the cost? 

This is at an additional cost. Tanqua can provide costs or the client can obtain this 

from a local company. 

3) How wide can I have my Tanqua pool? 

We can build our Tanqua pools 2.4m, 3m or 3.6m wide. 

4) What is the standard depth of a Tanqua pool? 

The standard depth is 1.2m, however we can build to suit your required depth. 

5) Do Tanqua pools have to be placed underground?? 

Tanqua pools can be installed above and below ground- the choice is yours. 

6) Do you require planning permission for a Tanqua pool? 

We always advise our clients to check with their local authorities if they require 

planning permission for a Tanqua pool, but if this is to be installed above ground 

this is classed as a movable fixture so you should not require planning permission.  

7) Where can we put a Tanqua pool? 

You can put your Tanqua pool anywhere you like; a warehouse, gardens, driveways, 

camping sites, glamping. Tanqua pools can go anywhere.  

8) Can we put a walkway down one side for our swim teachers? 

Yes, we can put a walkway down one side of our Tanqua pools on any of our sizes. 

9) Are Tanqua pools suitable for swim schools? 

Absolutely, our Tanqua pools are perfect as we can build them up to 3.6m wide too. 

We design the system to suit domestic or commercial use. 

10) Can we have a glass panel in the side of our Tanqua pool? 

Yes. This will be at an additional cost calculated accordingly. 

11) Does the Tanqua Pool come with all filtration?  

Yes, all filtration and dosing system comes as standard however, dosing system 

upgrades are available. 

12) What is the lead time on a Tanqua pool? 

This is a standard 12-week lead time. 

13) Do you have a show room? 

We have a showroom in Huddersfield. Call 01484 950279 to book a viewing. 

14) Can you make bespoke designs such as walk-in spas? 

Yes, we have recently built a 9m walk-in spa, any Tanqua pool can be of a bespoke 

design. Call 01484 950279 and we will be happy to discuss.  
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15) Can I come see my Tanqua pool during the building stages?  

You can visit our warehouse anytime during your build. 

16) Can I have my Tanqua pool shell whatever colour I like?  

Yes- there are hundreds of colours to choose from! 

17)  Can I choose my own liner colour?  

Absolutely, we have a varied choice for you to choose from. 

18) Is my Tanqua pool tested before delivery?  

All our Tanqua pools are tested to make sure they are of the highest standard.  You 

will receive video evidence of this prior to your Tanqua leaving our factory. 

19) How soon can we begin using our Tanqua once delivered? 

From leaving the factory to being filled and commissioned, it will be ready to use 

within 7 days. 

20) What aftercare is provided?  

We provide a full 12 months warranty on all our Tanqua pools. We have a sister 

company called Concept Pools who can provide you with a service & maintenance 

program to suit you and provide you with 24/7 support.  

21) Can I add a spa area or counter current swim jet to my Tanqua pool? 

Yes, we have installed these on previous builds. 

22) How is the pool Heated? 

The pool comes standard with an energy efficient Electro 9k pool heater. Air source 

or heat pumps options are available. 

23) Can we have a pool cover installed? 

Yes, pool covers can be added at an additional cost. There are two types that are the 

most popular option. The motor driven slatted pool cover or the manual geo bubble 

option.  

24) What is best base for the pool to sit on?  

We always advise our clients to contact a local builder/structural engineer to check 

the ground for your base, but this is usually at a small cost. A standard 300mm 

subbase with steel reinforcement usually does the job.  

25) What electrical supply is required?  

We can manufacture our Tanqua pools in either single or three phase- it is all 

dependent on your build. 

26) Do I require a drain to back wash to?  

Yes, we will be required to connect your back-wash line to a wastewater outlet.  

27) Can we pay on finance? 

Finance is not currently something we offer.  
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Contact Us 

T: 01484 950 279 

M: 07903384661 

E: sales@tanqua.co.uk 

 

mailto:sales@tanqua.co.uk

